SELLING SHOES & FOOTWEAR

We Meet Market Demands For High Quality Footwear
Like Mens Sandals, Mens Rubber Slippers, Mens Bathroom
Slippers, Ladies Bathroom Slippers, Etc. We Also Provide
Masala Peanut Namkeen, Chana Masala Namkeen And Chilli
Garlic Peanut Namkeen.

Mr. Shiv Kumar
(Proprietor)

+91 8071859502

www.sellingshoesfootwear.com

About Us
Selling Shoes & Footwear is a new company, born with the sole aim to establish itself in the
industry and do business for years. To be a key player in the markets, we work with complete
honesty, passion and determination. We are a trader, which provides a ﬁnest quality
collection of Mens Sandals, Ladies Bathroom Slippers, Mens Rubber Slippers, Mens
Bathroom Slippers and many other footwear. Made with sheer perfection, each footwear
pair which we present in the market offers utmost comfort to wearer. We make available our
array in a plethora of color shades, designs, patterns and sizes with the sole objective to help
our customers buy the best as per their requirements. Further, we are winning hearts in
market with our Indian Namkeen collection, which consists of crunchy & tasty Chana Masala
Namkeen, Masala Peanut Namkeen and Chilli Garlic Peanut Namkeen.

Sharing Business Relations With Companies
In order to smoothly run our trading business and fulﬁll requirements of a large number of
customers, we have built & maintained fruitful relations with many companies. We have
conducted market surveys and made a list of vendors from whom products can be sourced.
Our experts maintain friendly relations with these companies and after checking the quality
& product prices, they procure the best range for us. The decision of choosing the vendors is
crucial, hence taken by us after considering and analyzing several qualities of them such as
ability to provide high quantity products in requirement, on-time delivery schedule,
production techniques & technology used, etc.

Why Deal With Us?
Here, we are mentioning our qualities on which we believe that customers can make decision
of choosing or not choosing us for their business requirements:
 We are getting an excellent response from market and growing at incredible rates.
 We provide several types of footwear such as Mens Sandals, Mens Rubber Slippers, Mens
Bathroom Slippers, Ladies Bathroom Slippers, etc.
 We delight tastebuds with our hygienically prepared and tasty Namkeen collection.
 We pay attention on packaging so that products get delivered to customers in the best
quality & condition.

Our Products

Chana Masala Nankeen

Chana Nankeen

Mens Black Sandals

Sports Boots

Ladies Rubber Slippers

Ladies Orange Slippers

Ladies Bathroom Rubber Slippers

Sports Boots
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